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THE VISION
As you sit in your home, your car, your office; as you sit in the street, the desert, or the woods, you sit in the very being of God, for all is one.

There is only one, which lives and vibrates, expands and contracts. You are a part of this one, a part of the consciousness and the creation of the one. All parts merge and blend together to form the one.

Just as you are a part of the one, so is this universe of light a part of the one. It also merges and blends with all else to form the one.

You are a part of this universe. You are a part of the Milky Way galaxy and our solar system. You are a part of the planet Earth. You are a part of your country, your city or town, and your family. Your soul is a part of the stars of light. Your soul is merged with your body and is a part of the human being.
that you are also. Your body is part of Earth. This is why you are Earth angels.

Your soul exists on all levels of vibration. When your body sleeps, your soul continues to experience other vibrational states of consciousness. All vibrational levels are actually one field of light with infinite vibrations within it. This is the universe of light.

In your multi level existence you are an angel of light; a star.

Creation, which is light, is always changing in form but its consciousness is eternal. Consciousness is that which makes and sustains light.

God consciousness permeates all of creation and you are part of creation which means you are part of God consciousness.

Think of yourself as a star emanating consciousness from its center. Now see all the other stars emanating their
consciousness, weaving their light with each other and making matrices of light. As the stars’ rays continue out, creation expands. Your star self is co-creating matter with other stars. You are co-creating reality, not just on the Earth plane of human consciousness, but multidimensionally, and all at once.

How does a star being create? It creates by thought. Thoughts are patterns of light vibrations that each star makes. The patterns ripple out creating matrices of light as they interweave with other patterns from other stars.

As patterns ripple into what you know as the void, or the darkness, changes take place; creation takes place.

Everything that is created constantly changes vibrational state. This is the nature of vibration.

Thoughts are your decision to concentrate on certain aspects of creation. Your choice to concentrate on the Earth has brought your consciousness
here, so you are experiencing a part of your existence on the Earth as a human being. But remember, being human is only a part of who you are.

In this earthly part of your experience you create your life with your thoughts. Life is determined by your thoughts.

Think about how full of light the sun is, how much energy radiates out of that star. Your star is like the sun. It radiates out a pulsating vibration of light, shining in all directions. Part of your starlight is housed within your earthly body, but as we discussed previously, the rest of the star that you are rays out in many directions, and multi-vibrationaly.

As awareness of your star self grows within your earthly mind, you will be able to utilize the star’s abilities more fully. This happens as your DNA completes itself, to the 12 strand double helix. This changes you from a carbon based human to a crystalline based human which allows you to receive higher
vibrations of the light being that you are.

God is creator and nurturer, mother and father. It is touchable. It is communicative. It is loving. It should make perfect sense that that which God creates is loved. As you remember that you are loved, you walk in love.

The amount of love which your soul shines through your human life is determined by the amount of awareness you have of who you are.

Love embraces all as one. As the walk of love is clearly realized within the human mind collectively, the consciousness of the human collective will shift to a higher vibrational rate and embrace all as one.

When you think about a shift in consciousness you think about a shift in human consciousness, but are you aware that as humanity goes through a shift consciously, so do all other parts of Earth?
Your entire solar system is entering the photon belt, a highly charged band of light which causes all matter to vibrate faster. Our solar system goes through this belt of light every 11,500 years and it takes 2000 years to go completely through this belt. Our solar system has been wobbling in and out of this belt of light since the nineties and Earth is vibrating faster causing a higher dimension of Earth to form. This new Earth is another layer of our planet.

Be very aware of your impact upon the field of light through your thoughts and actions. Positive energy ripples out in gentle waves into the field of light bringing nurturing energy and stability. The moment of creative possibilities lies in your thoughts. You are each becoming aware of your co-creative abilities with the decisions you make.

There is an evolutionary change happening to human beings because of the entrance into the photon belt. The DNA of many human beings is changing due to this light. There will soon
be two different types of humans, those whose DNA changes and those that remain as they are now. Creation continually broadens and diversifies itself.

Within the evolved human there is a broadened state of awareness. Once this level is reached by an individual, the individual no longer experiences separation from the divine consciousness. The evolved humans will take their direction from divine consciousness.

Many of you are experiencing a shift of consciousness within yourselves now. Each of your star selves are sending bursts of information to Earth to aid in the transformation of the planet.

THIS UNIVERSE IS EXPANDING IN ALL DIRECTIONS.
YOUR THOUGHTS VIBRATE OUT AS WAVES INTO THE UNIVERSE CONTRIBUTING TO THIS
EXPANSION.

The ripples you make move out infinitely. The ripples weave with all other ripples, co-creating reality.

THE CENTRAL STAR OF OUR GALAXY PULSES ENERGY FROM DIVINE SOURCE FOR OUR MILKY WAY GALAXY.

THE RAY OF YOUR STAR CARRIES THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF YOUR STAR.

This ray of light inhabits multilevel realities. Right now the stars are aligning all that they inhabit including the human form.

You have always been star consciousness, but you have been half awake. Now you are changing. Your brain is changing. Your DNA is changing. The structure and the movement of this solar system is changing and the
vibration of the planet is changing. You are now accomplishing that which you have dreamed of. You are evolving along with your planet.

WHAT WILL THE NEW EARTH BE LIKE?

Lights and colors will be more vivid in your new reality. What you think will manifest instantly. You will have the ability to speed up and slow down the vibration of your new bodies, changing their appearance and moving in and out of other realities or dimensions. You may also experience all realities at once in the highly vibrating state of the star consciousness.

THE SHIFTING OF YOUR BODIES HAS STARTED.

You may notice a difference in your vision as you catch glimpses of other realities. Sounds will also seem different as you hear things that were not detectable before. As this continues, you will start to radiate light.
YOUR DNA IS CRYSTALLINE IN NATURE.

The crystal perfectly refracts the light of the star creating the consciousness within you. Crystals will also be found in your brains, and in the inner ears and eyes as well as the organs in your body.

You have never been separate from the creator. In your awareness of individuality what appears to be separation is the creator's desire for children. Creation in its many parts is the child of the creator.

EVERYTHING, WHETHER HUMAN, ANIMAL, PLANT OR MINERAL, IS EVOLVING.

You are in the midst of the creation of a new level of Earth. You are taking the next step within Earth’s evolution. You are creating with your star consciousness. This Earth you are making is spectacular. You have seen it in
your dreams. You have wished for it in all your poetry, art and songs. Now you are making it your reality. The animals and plants and minerals co-create with you.

The Earth which we are on now will become more dense, rocky, and dry as it forms the firm foundation for the new Earth; the fifth Earth.

**THIS TYPE OF EVOLUTION WILL CONTINUE TO HAPPEN EVERY TIME THE EARTH ENTERS THE PHOTON BELT UNTIL EARTH BECOMES A STAR BEING.**

As you feel this change taking place within your minds and bodies know that the change is also taking place within all the vibrational realms. One realm cannot change without the others changing also, for all is one.

YOU ARE CO-CREATING
REALITY ON MANY VIBRATIONAL LEVELS:

Many of you now realize that what you call imagination is actually your intuitive perceptions of multidimensional realities. You are living and creating within all these realities. Many of you are experiencing time now as ebbing and flowing instead of a rigid uniform movement. The ebbing and flowing of time that you feel is the pulsing of creative force that you are harnessing within you!

THIS AWAKENING IS ONE YOU HAVE PREARRANGED FOR YOURSELVES.

The complete migration of the evolved human collective will take 1000 years, but you may shift by 2012.

AS YOU SHIFT YOU WILL BECOME INCREASINGLY TRANSLUCENT.
Your star self sees all of the emotional fields that have made your personality in this life and others. It is now clearing the fears as it aligns the human self. Then the DNA will complete its crystalline structure becoming the twelve strand double helix. This will allow the star consciousness to fully reflect within the human.

YOU ARE EACH AN INTEGRAL PART OF CREATOR AND CREATION.
THE NEW EARTH WILL BE A REALITY THAT IS CREATED FROM THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF ALL THAT INHABIT IT.

DNA IS AN ENERGY PATTERN OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

A dog’s DNA forms the energy pattern of a dog. A tree’s DNA forms the energy pattern of a tree. Your DNA forms the energy pattern of a
human. When these patterns move into the new Earth they will be sustained by the conscious intent of each soul. The new Earth will not be as dense as this Earth is but instead more holographic. Energy exchange, which in this level of Earth is accomplished by the absorption of light and minerals by plants, and food by animals, will no longer be necessary, as needed energy will be absorbed directly from the energy field within the new Earth.

YOUR INTUITIVE PERCEPTIONS ARE INCREASING!

What are intuitive abilities? They are abilities within your human brain that can access star consciousness and can influence the energy field. This energy field supplies energy to all of creation. The human brain and the organs in your human body are designed to receive and emit energy pulses that can influence different vibrational levels of energy within this field. The waking up of the intuition within the right
brain causes the reintegrating of the intuitive mind with the analytical mind. This causes the schism between the left and right sides of your brain to be bridged. Now many humans are reintegrating their brains. As the brain bridges the left and right sides, your true star consciousness, the Earth angel, will emerge within your human personality. Many children are now being born with fully integrated brains.

You will see an emergence of an Earth conscious government within the next fifty years. You will remember your true purpose as Earth angels. You are here in a body made of Earth to nurture, to heal, and to build this planet. All of this you do out of the love you have for Earth.

**WORK WITHIN YOUR STAR CONSCIOUSNESS TO BRING INTO MANIFESTATION THAT WHICH YOU HAVE CARRIED WITHIN YOUR HEART.**
REMEMBER, BELIEVING IS A CONCENTRATION OF STAR ENERGY.

If you remain focused on one intent this believing energy streams out. If you are conflicted then the stream of energy is broken. Do not let anything interrupt your focus. Hold in your mind the vision of the new Earth. See the transition from this Earth happening as gently and peacefully as possible. Do not be sidetracked now. Now is why you have come here. You are Earth angels.

LOVE, LIGHT LIVES WITHIN ALL OF CREATION.

All life is creator and creation. All that happens is the breathing of creator. All creation lives within the continual breathing. All that happens within creation is the breathing of creator.
THE DREAMS
dream 1

Gabriel takes my hand and leads me directly into the belly of a crevice of Earth where molten lava and fire are rising. He points and says “Look!”

“The Earth is healing herself. New skin! The old skin will disappear under the oceans to be healed and transformed. In the meantime, this new land will hold so much energy that all that live on it will be revitalized.

He takes me to the rapidly diminishing polar caps and points again. “Look! Fresh water for the new Earth!”

He takes me to a mountain top. It is crested with crystals, glowing in a light that appears much closer than our sun does now. The shafts of light that spray out are multicolored and they form a matrix of light that makes a hologram of forests and rivers over this new land mass. All is energetic, prismatic light. People are in bodies of light walking and flying within this ho-
logram.  It is beautiful.

“Here it is!” He says with joy! He
grabs me and hugs me crying.

dream 2

I wake up from sleep mumbling
Chaldean seal and Macedonian seal.
I do not know what this means but I re-
member Gabe telling me to remember
these two names.

The Chaldean seal was made around
600 BC and represented nine steps
within a circle that moved to the center
of the circle which represented union
with God.

The Macedonian seal was made in the
BC’s also, in ancient Macedonia and
meant “I am one with God.”

Gabriel then says “Center point
means to be one with God.”

dream 3

There is a 14 foot tall man in white
clothing walking toward me. He has
shoulder length black wavy hair and very
gray eyes. His skin color is bronze and it appears to glow. He is smiling. He looks about 35 years old but feels ageless. I step back and take a look at myself. I am light blue, my eyes are greenish blue, my hair is dark blue, and I am glowing and slightly translucent. I know this man very well. We are old friends. His name is Michael in my mind. We speak totally telepathically.

Now we are looking at what appears to be a holographic image of the Earth. It is about four feet in diameter and is suspended between us rotating. Michael points to two arching lines of color. One is red and the other is yellow. The red one is arched over the yellow one and as he points to them he moves them around to different places over the Earth. He shows me a kaleidoscope of colors. There is a color radiating out from each fingertip on both his hands. He is holding the Earth in both hands and is touching different areas of the planet with different fingertips. It appears as if he is playing an instrument and there are harmonious sounds coming from the planet.
He tells me to try this now. I hold the planet and it feels like I am holding a tingling sphere of electricity. I put one index finger on one area of land and I hear a low hum. I press a baby finger on another part of the globe. The color is yellow and I hear a high pitched sound. Now I can feel the sphere’s energy change as I press these colors into her. I am concentrating on harmonies. If I hear a disharmony I find myself withdrawing my touch quickly and rearranging my position.

A group of tall, white robed (it seems as if they are all clothed in white light) people appear and flow toward me. They are all beautiful, tall beings. All appear to be around the same age. Some have bronze colored skin, some are ebony black, and some look golden white. Their skin appears translucent and metallic at the same time. There are both men and women and they all look between 12 and 14 feet tall. They are all smiling and making a circle around the globe. They all hold their hands under the globe as if they are cradling
it. Now each being starts to sing and all the sounds blend in a beautiful harmony. As they sing light comes out of their mouths in liquid gold. Rainbow colors are also coming out of their fingertips which weave together to form a rainbow colored net around the planet. The beings are all smiling and laughing. I find myself blowing on the sphere and clouds begin to surround the net which is encasing the Earth.

**dream 4**

I close my eyes and look through my closed eyelids. I can see the bedroom bathed in a phosphorescent blue color. I turn to my sleeping husband and see the outline of his body. It appears larger than life. I am told that this is his energy field or auric field I am looking at. Next I notice an egg shaped area at the base of the skull which is lit up and there appears to be spiraling energy entering here. I am told that this is where the energy field enters the human body. If this is severed the human body will die. Also, by the ear I can
see a dull spiral of energy going in. This is sound entering. When I put my hand up in front of my husband's head I can see the dark shadow of my hand and fingers moving. I fall asleep doing this.

In my dream I look at a three dimensional hologram of the human brain and spinal cord. Each section is lit up in different colors and gold threads of energy travel over all the parts. The top of the brain is lit up in gold and appears to pulse like a heart. A very thin gold spiral comes down from this area and spirals down the column. I am told that it is the ray from my star self.

Each different colored section of the spine is explored as a separate reality with star consciousness directing each part. The connections or bridges from one part to another are made by the gold strands of energy which I am told comes from the top of my brain. All the golden strands appear to pulse along with the brain itself.
As I look around my bed I see Gabriel standing next to an oval shaped golden sphere about 20 feet in diameter. I walk up to him and he invites me to walk into the sphere. I then notice that it is hollow with what looks like liquid gold walls, floor, and ceiling. The gold slowly moves, swirling clockwise around. We start walking down the tunnel and I notice we are moving in a spiral. We move for quite a distance when Gabriel has me stop and look at the tunnel wall. As I look, the wall becomes translucent and I find myself seeing through it. I am looking at a scene from my childhood. We then continue to move through the spiral again. After a distance I see myself in a reality that is not Earth. Still, it feels like a home I have somewhere in my consciousness. It makes me feel happy to see it. Next we begin to fly very quickly. Here and there are sparks of light flying all around us. We move through the tunnel of liquid gold and we reach the other end. It opens into a brilliant white gold light.
not describe how brilliant this light is. I can hear a low hum which seems to fluctuate. The light feels soft and warm, like a warm blanket being wrapped around me. Gabriel grabs my hand and I feel myself disappearing into the light. I feel rocked and held by the light. I feel at home. I start hearing harmonies of sound flowing around me as if a great choir is singing one long, beautiful song. The harmonies sound like deep bells and yet human at the same time. As I float through the light I feel the humming of the sounds rock me.

After leaving the light I realize I was inside my star self. Gabriel and I move out into outer space, floating in-between two spiral galaxies that swirl like diamonds scattered upon black velvet. I know I am inside another tunnel or ray from my star self but this time the walls are invisible, or perhaps I am looking from the outside of the spiral wall itself. We move toward one of the galaxies and look at the center from above. The center appears to pulse like a heart, and the energy ripples
through the galaxy. “That is center point.” Gabriel says. “That is the connection to Creator.” We move over the second galaxy and again the center pulses out a rhythm which appears to give life to the galaxy.

dream 6

Gabriel takes my hand and we fly out through my star self. We move very quickly through outer space, past beautiful galaxies and nebulas. I ask where are we going. He answers, “To the edge of this universe.” The galaxies finally disappear and the light shifts. The black velvet changes to swirling colors, dark and rich. We are surrounded by these colors. Gabriel says “This is the water beyond the universe of light. Remember?”

dream 7

I find myself falling into soft black velvety darkness. I see this dark velvet wrapping all around me softly. I see myself now as a ray of gold light pen-
etrating the black velvet. It is a very beautiful golden spiral. Now, in the distance I see another golden spiral rushing toward me. I continue to move until I intersect with the ray, at which time we wrap around each other once and continue our separate journeys again, but on slightly different trajectories. The intersection happened instantaneously and felt like a great deal of knowledge was passed back and forth at the connection point. Gabriel points to the intersection and is smiling as the light at the junction has broken into rainbow colors, spilling out in all directions. Beautiful harmonies are coming from the intersection. I look around and see other rays from many directions closing in and intersecting each other and the rainbow colors begin to form a tapestry of light within the black velvet.

dream 8

As I fall asleep I remember seeing metallic emblems with designs embossed on them. The metal appears silver and
the designs appear to resemble ancient script. I see about four of these emblems before falling asleep.

I find myself holding four silver coins. Each coin has a different design engraved on it. I place each coin into a place on a long sheet of metal and as I do the long metal panel appears to light up from behind. I look around and realize I am in a room where the walls and ceiling appear to be rock. It feels like I am in a cave. There is a large door to the left of me. There is a room beyond it which is well lit and does not appear to be part of the cave. I walk closer to the doorway and look out into the room. There are long metal boards on either side of the room running the entire length of the room. There are people sitting at various spots in front of the panels and they appear very busy watching holographic screens in front of them. Someone turns and smiles and waves to me and then continues with her work.

There is a door at the other end of
this room and someone is walking through and talking to everyone in the room. They turn and listen and then continue their work. The message is “All goes well. It IS happening. Everything is under control and there is nothing to worry about.”

I move back into the small cave room and remove the coins from the metal panel, one by one. The lights behind the metal panel slowly fade. I put the coins into a purse and put the purse in my right pocket. I notice I am wearing a greyish brown robe belted at the waist with large pockets on each side. I notice that the robe also has a hood which I am wearing. I find myself turning to the stone wall at the end of the room where I walk directly through the wall and find myself standing on a ledge on the side of a beautiful mountain with a dense tropical forest below. I think I am on Earth.

dream 9

A meadow and red sky appear in front
of me. Turbulent clouds fill the sky and I hear animals screaming and see them running frantically for shelter. Somewhere in the distance I hear a sound like a whining motor of a jet plane; but it is not a jet I see, just a black shadow streaking across the sky. “Dark angel.” I hear Gabriel say in my ear. I turn and he is standing behind my left shoulder looking into the sky. “That shadow is a dark angel?” I ask. “Yes” he says, “It would appear as a fighter jet in your reality.”

dream 10

I take Gabriel’s hand and we rise up through the roof of my house and into the night sky. Around us the light is phosphorescent blue and filled with orbs of all sizes and colors. Gabe tells me we are on one dimensional shift up in the fourth level, one vibrational level faster than my human eyes can perceive. He tells me there are ten vibrational planes in each vibrational level and that there are twelve levels that culminate in star consciousness and the
connection with creator consciousness. I look down and see white ghost people walking in single file in my meadow. He tells me they are the keepers of this sacred place. We then start vibrating faster and faster. Gabriel is glowing more and looking at myself I realize I am too. The scenery around me changes. The sky changes from night to sunrise and then to day. The woods next to my house now surround my house and stretch for miles in three directions. The meadow appears as it is, but the brook at the far end is now a fast flowing river. White horses run in the meadow below us. Sweet smells of flowers float up to greet us.

My home now appears to be a small log cabin in the woods on the edge of the meadow, but Gabe points to the hill behind my home and there in the side of the hill is a huge red door with a mossy ledge in front. There are also windows in the side of the hill. There is gold scroll work on the red door. I know my home is there.
dream 11

Gabriel takes my hand and we float up through the roof of my house into the brilliant night sky. Orbs of all colors are floating around us. We move over the trees and up the side of the mountain to the entrance of the mountain home. The red door swings open and we float into the cool room. The carpets on the floor are deep red, purple, blue, green and yellow in floral patterns. Stepping on them I find my foot sink down to my ankle as if I am walking on a soft mattress. Pillows of gold thread are scattered all over the floor. Gabe and I sit down cross legged on the carpet facing each other. I look more closely at the carpet and realize it is actually living mosses of many colors forming these beautiful designs. I look into Gabe’s eyes. He has green eyes with streaks of blue in them. His hair is dark red with blonde streaks through it. His skin is dark, almost a copper color. When standing he is about 14 feet tall so even sitting on the floor he seems to be around six feet tall. He
bends over toward me looking directly into my eyes with smiling eyes. He opens his mouth and gold light pours out. He says to me with a big smile “It has begun.”

dream 12

I am sitting on the edge of my bed. Behind me I see the sleeping bodies of my husband and myself. Over my shoulder Gabriel stands glowing. He looks at me smiling. His eyes are always smiling. He then looks up and slowly rises through the ceiling. I follow, up through the ceiling which is wood and the roof which is metal. I can hear a crackling noise as I move through the metal roof. The night sky is brilliant blue with slivers of silver stars shining in it. Everything around me is bathed in a soft neon blue light. The trees are glowing. The leaves are an iridescent green. The barks of the trees are brownish red with lines of bright red going through them. We rise up over the trees and look at the mountain directly behind my house.
trees cover the mountain but near the top is the familiar round red door. Lights pour out of the windows. The gold symbols on the door glow. As we drift toward the door I notice two magnificent white horses running through the tops of the trees toward the hill top. They seem to glide. A wind blows through the tree canopy and as the leaves move I hear tinkling sounds as if a thousand wind chimes have just been set into motion. Next Gabriel takes my hand and we fly to a beautiful temple in the fifth level of Earth. It has white marble columns that give off a beautiful soft floral and fruit scent. The roof is peaked and made of living grass. It is a small temple, about 20 feet wide and 50 feet long. It has no walls, just the columns, and the floor is a variegated green marble. There are mountains covered with trees surrounding the temple. The temple is perched on a mound of green grass with flowers throughout. A beautiful river winds down the left set of mountains and flows by the temple. The water is brilliant blue with ripples that give off soft
tinkling sounds like little bells. As I enter I see a wooden table made of planks standing at the far end. It is covered with books and all sorts of fruit. In the eves of the roof I notice little pin points of light of all colors. Upon closer observation I notice they are little beings. There are tables with tiny golden books in the eaves and these beings are pouring over the books intently. Gabriel is now waving me over to the wooden table and I realize I have floated up to the ceiling. I float down to the table where he and the most beautiful white horse I have ever seen are standing looking at a large book. The white horse has a thin gold spiral of light coming out of the center of its head. Is this a unicorn? The book is bound in blood red leather and appears to pulse like a heart. Gabriel tells me it is the book of Earth's heart and it is beating. He points to a page and I look down to see a circular living picture as if I am looking through a scope into another reality. At first the picture is simple. A little boy runs through some tall grass laughing. It then changes. A
large lizard runs by. The scene changes and a large dark city covers the grass. It is filled with smog. The sun is setting and a bright light comes down from the sky and hits the city. Sounds of sirens and screams come out of the city and a drop of blood falls from the cover of the book.

dream 13

I am walking down a long corridor in a large temple. At the end there is a red door, partly open, with light coming out of it. As I get closer I hear the laughter of men and women. I open the door to a brilliantly lit room. It feels familiar. I see faces of beings who I apparently know and have been working with for a very long time. A being I know as Michael approaches. He is about 14 feet tall and has long dark hair, mustache and beard. His eyes are gray and he smiles and reaches for my hands with both of his. I reach out and notice my hands and bare arms are a translucent blue. We float over to the others who are gathered around a huge
cake that looks like a white sheet cake covered with flowers. Above it floats a sphere cake that is the exact replica of Earth. We each hold our hands out and slices of the Earth cake float out and into our hands. I notice that the very center of the cake is a sphere of light. The cake tastes like fine chocolate but looks like dirt, rocks, sand and lava. The oceans taste like vanilla almond though they convincingly look like water. The trees and fields taste like spearmint and wintergreen yet again the details are so convincing I think I am eating grass and trees.

We are all laughing and talking telepathically. All are excited. I look over my shoulder and see Gabriel. He is tall and radiant. Red-gold hair is glowing. He has no beard. His skin is bronze and his eyes are as green as emeralds and shift to blue and back to green. He moves over to me smiling and holds out his right hand. I take it with my blue left hand and we immediately become solid gold. We are joined together to the shoulder in gold. I turn
and see him turning solid gold from the floor up and realize I am doing the same. We become fully solid and I feel my consciousness coalesce with his. We are one and sit in the soft gold white light as one, listening to the music of the light.

dream 14

I am riding a black horse, racing across a shadow covered desert. Flames from the horse’s hooves make a trail of fire behind us through the desert and far into the foothills behind us. We are racing toward the setting sun which burns like a red glowing fire; a half orb, sinking into the sand in front of us. The horse jerks forward and jumps into the setting sun. I feel the flames engulf us with a searing light. The heat is so hot that it burns like ice. I feel my body singe and freeze. I look down to see my hands and arms, my legs and body now glowing and misty. Now I do not feel the flames at all. The black horse has also changed. It is now bright red and glowing just as I am. It sniffs
the flames as if sniffing the air itself. We turn and look behind us where we entered. What was once desert is now a vibrant green forest. A sparkling brook meanders through the ferns and rocks. Brilliantly colored birds fly and sing, filling the air with sound.

dream 15

Riding again on the black fire mare I see the Earth below us as we circle it in space. Four cyclones in four areas start to spin and I hear Gabriel tell me it is the four corners turning. The four corners are the four directions that establish and hold the Earth.

dream 16

Once again I am on the black fire Mare watching the Earth from outer space. I am seeing giant cyclones. Suddenly the Earth stands still and then rolls forward. The continents are all sideways now. Alaska is due east. Florida is due west. Now the planet slowly starts her rotation once again but it is rotating in
the opposite direction. The cyclones disappear.

The Teachings in the Temples

1. The teaching of Metatron.

I remember going into a large temple. It is filled with people, both men and women. They are all radiant. A tall, beautiful man with black hair and blue eyes walks in. He is the teacher. He takes out a sword and starts cutting people in half. They lay on the floor dead. I run to stop this being and I know his name is Metatron. He looks at me and laughs. He grabs me by my neck and I cannot breath. He pushes me to the floor and I feel my life leaving. He smiles the most gentle smile I have ever seen. My fear leaves and the pain leaves and I stand up to see all the others standing around laughing. He tells me never to fear death.

2. The power of the four corners that hold up the foundations of our Earth.
I am walking along a dock and there is a wooden house boat, like a shack, tied to the dock. I look behind me to see a very tall scruffy man coming up on the dock. I turn to leave and he grabs me and throws me into the house boat. I know how powerful I am and I send energy through my hands to push this man away. It does not work on him. I turn around in the small single room of the houseboat. It is dark and damp. In three of the four corners are tall scruffy men like this one. I am a captive. They move in on me and grab me. I try to fight my way out only to find myself battered by their strength. I am no match. They all start to laugh. They let go of me and suddenly I realize these are the four archangels, Michael, Raphael, Uriel and Gabriel. They tell me “This is the power of the four corners.”

3. The original four splits to become the eight.

The four corners, the four archangels are standing in front of me. They are
tall and very powerful. The ground begins to shake and each being is fractured from top to bottom with one long crack. Each half of the fractured beings steps to one side to become new beings, one female and one male.

4. The temples which are our homes.

I see my home as I rise from my bed and as I vibrate more quickly my home shifts into a new place. It is a log cabin. I continue to vibrate and the cabin changes again to a small temple. I vibrate again and the temple changes to a pyramid of light. I am told that each place is a portal or vortex into the next realm of reality.

5. The lesson of the spiral.

I see the rays of the stars and they are spiral rays of golden light. Within each spiral you can travel up and down. If you exit through the wall of a spiral you find yourself in a reality. The spiral is the consciousness of the star and it moves into beings and realities through
all vibrational levels.

6. The black mare of transformation.

The black mare stands with fire breathing out of her nose. As she stamps her feet fire pours out of her hooves. When she stamps her foot earthquakes shake the ground. She is the power of transformation.

7. The fairy notes.

I see tiny books in front of me with sparks of light surrounding them. As I look closer I see little beings within these lights. They are looking into their golden books and I see pictures of another reality. This reality is the fifth Earth.

8. Center point or zero point.

I see a spiral coming out of me. Within the center of the spiral is a gold light. If I move directly into the gold light I am in the center of a star. Within the center I am one with everything. This
is divine consciousness. Everything from the smallest atom to the largest universe has a center point. This is where the consciousness of creator resides.
THE VISUALS
Though all appears separate, all is actually one. As consciousness merges back into one we find ourselves witnessing and taking part in a divine dance of remembering.

This section of visuals is to help the analytical part of your human mind to absorb the complex through simple illustrations.

This dot is the first concept of divine consciousness; the spark of light. This is the first impregnation onto the blank page of nothingness.

Upon closer observation we notice this simple dot of energy is made of two swirling parts, aggressive and receptive energy. The aggressive is the male energy giving and the receptive is the female energy receiving.

As you watch these two energies swirl
you realize you are seeing a vortex, like a tornado, in which the center is still. We will call this the center point. This center point is divine consciousness and by its very thought it sparks creation.

A simple line is a series of connected dots. Each dot is a vortex of male/female energy with a center point of divine consciousness. The line or ray of thought houses all the vortices or thoughts manifested within its field of thought. Your soul is a ray of light of divine consciousness thoughts manifest. When two or more rays meet, a junction point of communication between the two rays is formed. This communication is a merging of the two rays into one at the junction.
The center point of the junction is one thought for two consciousness. This center point is the merging back into divine consciousness.

When three or more rays meet you have a force field housed within the intersected rays. As the light slows down and bounces off the force-field you have the beginnings of matter. Matter is light slowed down by divine consciousness.

As these rays of light continue to intersect or weave within each other you have an intricate force-field or tapestry of light. This is how our universe of light is made.
If you were able to look at a spark of light from a multi vibrational view it would appear as a tornado or spiral of light. All spirals of light are vortices.

This spiral vibrates from the fastest vibration of light to the slowest vibration of light; in other words, it exists in all dimensions of our universe of light.

So now we see that the ray of light is made of vortices of light.
We know our ray consciousness as part of our soul. Our soul is a multidimensional star being. Our human consciousness is a small part of our star consciousness. The intuitive side of our brain is able to receive all the information from our star consciousness or our star self.
All stars are vortices of light raying out infinitely into the pregnant void. Rays from the star penetrate the void with light bringing consciousness into the void. This is how our universe of light is made.

All rays are multi-vibrational consciousness, slowing down vibrationally as the ray moves further from the star. Vibrational rates make dimensional realities. All rays of light exist within all dimensions. The star houses all the memories of all its rays multidimensional experiences. Your human consciousness is a small segment on one ray of one star. When you die or when you remember your out of body experiences you are actually moving through your ray consciousness. If you continue to end of the ray of light you then experience your star consciousness. Your intuitive mind can access ray and star consciousness at any moment it wishes. Within this ray and star consciousness you can access past, present and future experiences. You can also access the experiences of all other rays of
your star being once in star consciousness. Star consciousness has been known as archangelic consciousness. This is the true meaning of an enlightened being.

There are four stars that form and protect the planet Earth in the net of their intertwined rays. There are many names for these four star beings, the archangels Urial, Gabriel, Raphael, and Michael; the four corners, the four elements etc. Your ray comes from one of these four star beings.
The center point of your star consciousness is the connection with divine consciousness. All of the stars and all of the galaxies and the universe of light itself has a center point which is divine consciousness. Everything in creation has a center point of divine consciousness.
Your ray of consciousness is a beam of light holding information of your past, present and future consciousness. As the ray moves further and further from the star it moves further into the past. As the ray moves toward the star it moves into the future. Of course all is existing in one eternal moment of light. In your human body your ray passes down from the crown of your head through your pineal gland and through the entire body.

There are eight major energy vortices which are organs within your body and four more vortices on higher vibrational levels that your ray creates up to star consciousness. Each major vortex is responsible for receiving and sending out information from the vortex into one of the 12 major realms we live in. There are twelve major levels of consciousness and ten sub levels within each major level. This would make 120 levels of consciousness within your full consciousness. Right now our human awareness is focused primarily in the fourth level, or heart level.
Organs/Vortices

pituitary - white light- (8th realm; the universal field of light enters here)

pineal - purple light- (7th realm; 3rd eye - your ray consciousness enters here)

thyroid - blue light- (6th realm; spirit world)

thymus - turquoise light- (5th realm; Earth consciousness)

heart - green light- (4th realm; human consciousness)

adrenal - yellow light- (3rd realm; animal consciousness)

reproductive organ - orange light- (2nd realm; plant consciousness)

intestines - red light- (1st realm; mineral consciousness. This is also where Earth’s energy enters our body.)
You and all of creation live within a field of light for this is a universe of light. This is created by your ray consciousness and the light of all stars that permeate all of creation. Information and energy are stored in the field of light and your body is both a receiver of these energies and a transmitter back into this field. Your body is much larger than what your human eyes can see. You would look like a multicolored egg.
of light if you were to see the higher and lower vibrational energies radiating out of your body.

Each major organ slows the field of light that enters your body down into a different vibrational rate while it extracts information and energy from this light and also sends communication back into the field of light. Starting from the back of the head the light from the universal field of light enters the pituitary gland as white light. This organ sends the white light to the pineal where it extracts information from the multi vibrational levels of the white light and sends it to the right brain. In the meantime the gold light or ray light of your star consciousness enters through the pineal gland which carries information from the higher vibrational levels of your ray consciousness directly to the right brain. The purple and gold lights then join and travel to the next organ which is your thyroid gland in your throat. Here the purple light slows down to blue. At this
level of vibration you receive information and communicate to beings from the sixth vibrational level of reality or what we think of as the spirit realm. The information is passed to the right or intuitive brain. From the thyroid the lights continue to the next organ which is the thymus gland. Here the blue light is slowed down to the vibration of turquoise. It is at this level that you are able to receive and communicate intuitively with the soul of our planet. The lights continue to the next organ which is the heart. Here the turquoise light is slowed down to vibrate green. At this level you receive and communicate intuitively with the human collective. Again continuing down, the lights move to the adrenal glands near the stomach. Here the green light is slowed to vibrate yellow and it is here that you receive and intuitively communicate with the animal kingdom. Next, the lights continue down to the reproductive organs and the yellow light is slowed to the vibrational rate of orange. You receive and intuitively communicate with the plant kingdom here. At last the lights move to the base of your spine and the intestines lower the vibrational rate of
the orange light once again to red. Here you receive and intuitively communicate with the mineral kingdom. Remember, the four other major vortices outside of your human body are part of your ray consciousness. You communicate through ray consciousness on these higher vibrational levels of reality right up to the twelfth level or your star consciousness and at the very center of this consciousness is your connection with divine consciousness.
SUMMARY
To walk as an Earth angel you must be fully connected with your star self. You are given in this human body a right and left brain for a reason. The right brain receives your star self's communication and the information your seven major organs are picking up within your body. The left brain is responsible for processing the information it receives from the intuitive brain and the five Earth senses. These are your sensory perceptions; seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, and tasting. It then integrates this information so that you can utilize this in your life.

As we fully reconnect our right and left brains, we once again live in full awareness and capability within our human bodies. This is our star or angelic nature. This was our original state a very long time ago when we worked as star beings to create this planet and we made the human body from the elements of the Earth to house our ray consciousness. We, the star beings
that we are, lived upon this beautiful sentient planet we know as Earth in full consciousness as Earth angels.

What happened? A long time ago other beings came to Earth and tried to control our human form while taking our energy. They changed our DNA and conditioned our minds which caused most of the connections between the two parts of the brain to close down. This meant the human became crippled, mostly dependant on the information the five senses could obtain for survival while the information the intuitive brain received from the star consciousness and the universal field of light were ignored. We were conditioned to believe only on what our five senses could pick up.

Even today, with science proving there are realities beyond what our five senses can perceive, most humans still rely on their five senses information for the most part. This cripples each human being and forces humans to look outside themselves, to leaders, for the
information and energy they should be getting from their intuitive mind. This leaves humans vulnerable to the whims of the leaders, and gives the leaders great power over the human beings.

Because of this partial shut down of our right brain we have silenced our connection to divine consciousness and live in a fearful consciousness. We are therefore easily controlled. Think of it. Wars are manufactured, diseases are created in labs, and poverty is manipulated by the wealthy. Humanity has been taught that they are responsible for these conditions and live in guilt and fear of them, while a powerful few throughout the world continue to create and control us with these three evils.

Earth has enough resources for all of her inhabitants to live healthy and happy lives, but we are being controlled through our fearful, half awake minds by a handful of people to live ignorantly and poorly. This is not the life of the Earth angel.
Our Earth mother is now changing herself dramatically. This is a dimensional shift where most of her flora and fauna will migrate into the fifth vibrational part of herself. We are entering the photon belt, a highly charged belt of energy within our Milky Way. It takes our solar system 2000 years to travel completely through this belt and we go through it every 11,500 years. We will be fully emerged in the photon belt by 2012. Photonic light is already bombarding the planet and causing matter to vibrate faster. This is causing the DNA, which is the light code of everything to change. Just as boiling water vibrates and some of the matter will turn to steam and condense on a higher level while the heavier matter will remain solid, so this acceleration of matter will cause some matter to condense on a higher vibrational level while heavier matter remains on this level. The fourth level of Earth is now vibrating faster and over the next two thousand years much of Earth's flora and fauna as well as parts of its mineral world will vibrate so fast that they will disappear from this fourth level to condense on the fifth level of Earth. The fourth level will become rocky and dry and will form the
foundation for the fifth world.

Humans are evolving. There is now a new type of human being. This human being has a 12 strand DNA. Many of the children being born now have this DNA and many of us who are here are also changing our DNA. Through this process of evolving, our intuitive mind is reconnecting fully with our star consciousness and with the analytical mind. About 24% of all of humanity will change or be born as this new type of human being over the next 2000 years. The rest of humanity will continue to be born as human beings have been for a very long time. They will continue to live on this fourth Earth plane for the next three thousand years, until the Earth cannot sustain their species anymore.

The matrices of light that form matter are not permanent in nature but are subject to the universal field of consciousness. As we know, on this fourth Earth level all matter is either in a state of growth or a state of decay. This is
caused by the consciousness within this vibrational level, or more easily understood, the collective believing of all things within this level. It is the believing of every plant, animal, and mineral that generates this field of intention, or this reality. The fifth Earth is now formed. In the fifth vibrational level of our Earth the intention will not be one of birth and death, growth and decay, but instead one of eternal existence. The consciousness of each plant, animal and mineral will sustain this fifth vibrational level of reality with their believing.

Our entire universe of light in all its vibrational levels is a field of consciousness. All consciousness works together to generate this field of consciousness. This field of consciousness, which is the field of light, makes creation.
There are 12 major vibrational levels of Earth. Each level has 10 distinct sublevels, or realities as we know it. Presently we are inhabiting the first four levels within our human bodies. We are about to move into the fifth level.

The same four stars which ray out our souls make the matrix of light that makes our Earth in all her levels. This is accomplished because Divine Consciousness is the center point of these stars just as it is the center point of everything created.
Divine Consciousness is Love Light.